Writing a counterpoint to the accompanying commentary seemed at first absurd. Arguing against rigor is likely itself considered to be unscientific. Striving for the absolute best technological, methodological and ethical practices when performing experiments will, of course, increase the likelihood of accuracy and reproducibility. This becomes even more important when performing clinical translational research that directly affects human lives. However, this latest fundamentalist movement, that is reflected in the accompanying opinion, to formalize and vigorously apply scientific rigor has potential long-term unintended consequences to constrain creativity and discovery. These issues go beyond the simple template changes in how US federal grant applications are formatted and the additional requirements for manuscript submissions. The concern about an 'over-rigorization' grows if it causes limitations of creative thinking needed to discover new foundational understandings and challenge established dogma. Every experimental design requires assumptions to test a hypothesis that may be proven incorrect. Just as important, it is necessary for science to retain the ability to retrospectively analyze and offer new interpretations of previously published data not flawed in its methodology, but possibly imperfect in its conclusions based on data limitations and models at that time. These issues are briefly discussed below in regards to time, complexity, selection pressures and fears.
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Time
It is difficult to appreciate the true acceleration rate change that has taken place in biomedical research over the past mere 20 years. Scientists have rapidly evolved a mindset expecting that findings, including their own, should be replicated within a few months or suspicions regarding validity begin to emerge. Even Mendel's work has been challenged as being 'too good to be true', yet such criticisms ignore its' time context. We now fast-forward at an exponentially greater pace, and the question becomes whether, like fast-setting concrete, ideas harden too quickly. This can lead to the unintended consequence of having increasingly narrow-minded, homogenous thinking among researchers.
Complexity
Thomas Lindahl's pioneering hunt for enzymes to remove damaged bases from DNA began by using a single celled organism, and results were published in relatively modest journals before becoming part of the 2015 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Now there are transgenics, tissue specific knockouts and gene edited mammalian models of complex human diseases; single papers published in top tier journals contain more supplemental figures than entire pre-internet journal issues. With such complex models, it is quite difficult to reproduce most findings! Another consequence of the additional scientific rigor, Level 1 criteria is the potential unintended misleading of scientists into thinking that current animal models are better than they actually are. Findings within any animal model of disease may be quite rigorous and reproducible but later found to lack key features of the human disease attempting to be modelled. With increasing complexity, paradigms might become even more entrenched and difficult to overcome if they are ultimately proven to be inappropriate for understanding human biology and physiology.
Selection pressure
The pressures of time on the careers of young investigators are currently at their worst with 'time served' before the opportunity to pursue a dwindling number of independent research positions. Yet, increasing scientific rigor demands more training time as well as time to generate and develop ideas, research style and infrastructure. Will added time of increased scientific rigor further lengthen the training period and the expense to develop biomedical researchers, when in years past they would have been considered sufficiently prepared for these positions? Will the added time of increased scientific rigor adversely affect the passion of young scientists pursuing novel ideas? Will highly-established scientists who lead large senior post docand research staff-driven laboratories have the time necessary to properly train undergraduates and new graduate students? Can the majority of small academic laboratories who are heavily involved in student training survive given these time constraints and selection pressures?
Unintentional and subtle biases are naturally brought into research laboratories by humans who want experiments to 'succeed'. However, selection pressure can distort 'succeed' into 'the result we hypothesize/predict/want/need for publication'. Biomedical research recently came to grips with its strong bias for publishing positive findings and not publishing the negative ones. The most conscientious biomedical researchers have a healthy critical self-doubt and may delay publication in order to perform additional rigorous experiments. However, the immediacy of current selection pressures places those who carry out Scientific Rigor at a competitive disadvantage in the short term. Yet, relying on the increasingly common retrospective retractions is very costly in time and effort as well as temporarily misleading to the scientific community.
Fears
As intimated in the accompanying commentary, scientists welcome replication of their findings. Healthy self-doubt was the very thing that scientists used to pride themselves on. In this era of public skepticism about the scientific rigor of published findings, science now appears illogical to scientists, which is a disturbing outcome. Science is culturally under fire because of misconduct and irreproducibility issues, and so now, does increasingly promoting scientific rigor call ourselves into question? After the current rigorous study guidelines become the new norm, there will inevitably continue to be well-intentioned papers from the most rigorous scientists that ultimately cannot be reproduced through no individual failure or malfeasance. Also, completely new discoveries sometimes take the imagination by surprise. In 1998, an interesting paper appeared in Nature. 'Potent and specific genetic interference by doublestranded RNA in Caenorhabditis elegans'. PMID: 9486653. DOI: 10.1038/35888. An accompanying news and views article in the same issue proposed a model of RNA editing, which seemed pretty reasonable at the time. It was subsequently shown to be an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)-mediated siRNA, not the proposed RNA editing model; talk about 'getting it wrong!' Rigor cannot be misconstrued to be the same thing as 'getting it right the first time' when 'it' requires a deep understanding of complex biochemical and biological systems. We scientists cannot fool ourselves into thinking that the highest levels of rigor will fix all problems with science and 'right the ship' because this ignores the fundamental process of creativity and discovery. Will a laboratory culture demanding up-front rigor cause a narrowing of early creative thought processes that go against the grain or discover completely unanticipated (heretical) mechanisms? A healthy dose of skepticism can lead to exciting paradigm shifting discoveries, but will such thoughts now be encouraged or will they be suppressed? Will a graduate student or postdoctoral fellow be apprehensive to bring an unusual result to their advisor before repeating it a large number of times? Where will this eventually lead when working with models of complex disease and multi-month time points?
Conclusion
The accompanying commentary states that 'the official, ethical, and personal rules of scientific rigor on the entire ship (from front to back) must be followed'. Of course, rigor has always been an essential component of the scientific method. Scientists should always emphasize the importance of including appropriate controls. However, particularly in the current political climate of budgetary uncertainties, there will be practical consequences for enhancing, policing and politicizing scientific rigor. When financial demands of achieving rigorous results using complex models increase, it will result in fewer (larger) independent laboratories surviving that are the only ones capable of performing rigorous science. Will requiring all scientific studies to pass high enduring scientific rigor, Level 1 test rules and regulations potentially reduce the pool of new ideas available? Rigor cannot simply be a checklist exercise, 'a bar to jump over'. Scientific rigor is a cognitive process of self-evaluating the validity of one's scientific results. In other words, critical appraisal skills have to be embraced as opposed to simply trusting formulaic approaches. (Re)-establishing rigor in science can occur without fear of time, complexity or selection pressure. We need to make sure that the demands of scientific rigor are appropriately applied and allow the captains and crew of this ship, rather than the ship itself, to remain nimble, curious and adaptable to new ideas.
